Businesses supported by PROSPERA
INDUSTRY:
ECO-FRIENDLY HOME & OFFICE CLEANING SERVICES

FUNDER:
ANAHI ROJAS

GENERAL MANAGER & OWNER WORKER
DENISSE CARDONA

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.professionalecocleaning.com
Professional.eco.cleaning@gmail.com
510-479-3368

SOCIAL MEDIA:
f @professionalecocleaningllc
@professionalecocleaning
@proecocleaning
Professional Eco Cleaning
DE COLORES C. CONSULTING

INDUSTRY:
SERVICES CONSULTANT FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE LATINA COMMUNITY

CO-FOUNDERS:
ANGELICA FLORES
CELIA ÁLVAREZ
GUADALUPE PÉREZ

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.decolorescconsulting.com
decoloresCconsulting@gmail.com
(408) 824-2470

SOCIAL MEDIA:
facebook: @decoloresCconsulting
linkedin: De colores

Business supported by PROSPERA
PRODUCCIONES ARCOIRIS LLC. & CLUB VIVIR

INDUSTRY: PRODUCTION OF CULTURAL EVENTS FOR THE LATINA COMMUNITY.

PROJECT: VIRTUAL CENTER FOR SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

CO-FOUNDERS:
GUADALUPE VIDALS
KRYSTINA MOLINA
JAIME CASTRO
MARIA DE LOS ANGELES

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.club-vivir.com
produccionesarcoirisllc@gmail.com
Guadalupe Vidal 510-491-5370
Krystina Molina 510-575-1374

SOCIAL MEDIA:
f Produccion Arcoiris
f Club Vivir

Business supported by PROSPERA
INDUSTRY:
BILINGUAL (SPANISH / ENGLISH) CONSULTING BUSINESS FOR THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF WORKER COOPERATIVES.

CO-FOUNDERS:
MAYERLING CASTILLO
ANA MARTINA RIVAS
DANIELLA PREISLER

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.colmenar.coop
info@colmenar.coop

SOCIAL MEDIA:
Colmenar Cooperative Consulting
INDUSTRY:
KARANYARTS HAS BEEN WORKING ON THE AWARENESS, PROMOTION AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF LATIN AMERICAN CRAFTS ECUADOR, MEXICO, GUATEMALA AND PERU THROUGH PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS SUCH AS FESTIVALS

FUNDER:
JENNY CONEJO

CONTACT INFORMATION:
jennyaleza@gmail.com
510 480 5873

SOCIAL MEDIA:
f @karanyarts
@karanyarts
PEPITOS PALETAS

INDUSTRY:
ORGANIC AND AUTHENTIC PALETAS
TO CONNECT PEOPLE WITH THIS
MEXICAN DESSERT.
FOR SMALL PRIVATE PARTIES AND
CORPORATE EVENTS.

FUNDER:
NANCY ROSALES

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.pepitospaletas.com
info@pepitospaletas.com
(415) 322-0779

SOCIAL MEDIA:
facebook @pepitospaletas
instagram @pepitospaletas

Business supported by PROSPERA
INDUSTRY:
MINDFULNESS ACTIVITIES TO INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT IMPROVE THEIR WELLBEING

FUNDER
SUSANA CÁRDENAS

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.susanaflow.com
hola@susanaflow.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:
@flowsusana
susana.flow
CREACIONES OSIRIS

INDUSTRY:
EVENT DECORATIONS

FUNDER:
SYLVIA LETICIA GONZÁLEZ

CONTACT INFORMATION:
sylviagonzalez529@gmail.com
ANTONIETA PROFESSIONAL LEGAL SERVICES

INDUSTRY:
NOTARY, TRANSLATIONS, APOSTILLE, DIVORCE-BANKRUPTCY, REAL ESTATE AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES.

FUNDER:
MARIA JANDRES

CONTACT INFORMATION:
maria102wfn@gmail.com
415-769-0307
INDUSTRY: YUCATECAN MAYAN FOOD

FUNDER: RUTH GALVEZ

CONTACT INFORMATION: Ruth@cosinaguirnalda.com 415-609-4933

SOCIAL MEDIA: @Cocinaguirnalda

Business supported by PROSPERA
BODY & LIM-CA

INDUSTRY: SIZE-INCLUSIVE UNDERWEAR AND SWIMWEAR.
WE CREATED THIS COMPANY IN ORDER TO SUPPORT OURSELVES AMONG WOMEN, LOOKING FOR QUALITY AND CONTROL GARMENTS FOR ALL SIZES

FUNDER: NORMA RODRIGUEZ

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.bodyslimcaplus.com
Bodyslimca@yahoo.com
+1 (916) 844-9481

SOCIAL MEDIA:
@bodyslimcaplusoficial

Business supported by PROSPERA
INDUSTRY:
RELAXING MASSAGE SERVICES
AND THERAPEUTICS

FUNDER:
LOLITA QUINTANA

CONTACT INFORMATION:
lolichan2202@yahoo.com
Sales Maria: 956 240 9338
NIÑOS SANOS SEGUROS Y FELICES

INDUSTRY:
WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND COACHING RELATED TO CONSCIOUS PARENTING.

FUNDER:
INGRID PATRICIA SANCHEZ

CONTACT INFORMATION:
ninosanosegurosfelices@gmail.com
669 377 3793

SOCIAL MEDIA:
[@niños_sanos, seguros & felices](https://www.facebook.com/niñossanosegurosfelices)
[@ninos_sanos_felices](https://www.instagram.com/ninos_sanos_felices)
INDUSTRY:
NATURAL OILS THAT PROMOTE
HAIR GROWTH AND CARE

FUNDER:
MARITZA ELIZABETH MOLINA

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.longernstrongerhair.com
admin@longernstrongerhair.com
(909) 638-3652

SOCIAL MEDIA:
@LongerNstrongerhair
@longernstrongerhair
ROUGE HOOPS

INDUSTRY:
HANDMADE ACCESSORIES
INSPIRED BY THE COLORS OF OUR LAND
100% HIGH-QUALITY RECYCLED MATERIALS

FUNDER:
RAYSA VERAS

CONTACT INFORMATION:
www.rougehoops.com
rougehoops@gmail.com
6463168821

SOCIAL MEDIA:
facebook @Rouge_Hoops
instagram @rougehoops
INDUSTRY:
CATERING -
BURRITOS AND GORDITAS
NORTHERN MEXICO STYLE

FUNDER:
NORMA QUINONEZ

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Semilla_nmk@gmail.com
650 238 7691

SOCIAL MEDIA:
@semilla_nmk
TRES ART CO

INDUSTRY: ART & LETTERING

FUNDER: NELLY AVILA

CONTACT INFORMATION: Tresartco@gmail.com (909)730-6076

SOCIAL MEDIA: @tresartco